Direct imaging of domains in the Lbeta' state of 1,2-dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine bilayers.
A near-field scanning optical microscope was used to study domain formation and evolution in single-component supported lipid bilayers in the gel (L(beta') state. Results on 1,2-dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine (DPPC) bilayers on glass substrates at room temperature are presented. The domain structure is determined by means of the optical anisotropy of the sample, which arises because DPPC molecules are tilted at theta approximately 32 degrees with respect to the bilayer normal [J. F. Nagle and S. Tristram-Nagle, Biochim. Biophys. Acta 1469, 159 (2000)]. From the measurements we obtain the difference in the index of refraction for the directions parallel and perpendicular to the acyl chains of the lipid molecules, Delta(n)=0.37+/-0.12, in good agreement with calculated and measured values. Direct evidence of the existence of domains in the L(beta') state is provided. These domains, defined as the correlation of the tilt angle theta, are found to be 1-2 microm across. Furthermore, it was found that they are robust under single-lipid-molecule diffusion, remaining unchanged over periods of hundreds of minutes.